
ESSAY ON GLOBALISATION VS NATIONALISATION

INTRODUCTION -Globalization and Nationalization are said to be two of the government over the industrial share as
compared to the private.

And it will create a ecosystem that the relationship like brotherhood can be established between the countries.
The USSR has collapsed, and many nationalities and minorities were under USSR protection or repression;
these minorities breathe freedom after the collapse and thus they demand their right of ruling themselves based
on their identity and nationality. Globalisation helps any country to go beyond its boundaries because no
country have such plenty of resources that can satisfy need of every individual. And on the other hand,
nationalism also increase the level of literacy in our country. The relationship between nationalism and
globalization is pragmatic and will remain so as long as risks of globalization do not outweigh its benefits to
the security and viability of the national community. From the cultural preservation point of view, the Abkhaz
have far better chances of surviving as a distinct ethnic group and retaining their identity as part of small
Georgia than as part of a bigger and more assertive Russia. This essay will examine all these three arguments,
and based on the evidence, will conclude with a clear answer to the question in the title favoring one of the
arguments mentioned above. In last four years, our Prime Minister Shri Narender Modi invited many countries
businessman and Intentional company in our India for set up new technologies and idea. Firstly, it has to do
with the management of interethnic tensions and conflicts that came to be seen as major security challenges in
the post-Cold War era. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. In India before globalization there is a slow
growth in GDP. Therefore, everything is linked to each other in such a way that it is difficult to not be part of
it. As the world becomes interdependent, the fate of one state is linked and attached to the fate of another state.
Nations can live together, or in other words, have to live together, if humanity really want to continue existing.
In the 19th century, steamships reduced the cost of international transport significantly and railroads made
inland transport cheaper. Nations and Nationalism Since  Some see globalization as the result of nationalism,
because each nation has participated and gives something to the globe in a successful collective action
unknown, Nationalism and Globalization,  According to Beyer, In response to the modern developments,
religious and nationalist leaders may talk about moral or ethical decline by pointing to modern society lack of
morality, loss of ethical values, and increased corruption. Ensure developed market risk is embedded in
decisions. The Economist found a striking correlation between countries that say globalization is a threat and
those that blame enlargement for threatening their jobs. Thus, nationalism has a long history, even before
globalization, and it has always been something that people fight for. The alleged demise of the territorial
sovereign state has been a prominent feature of the globalization literature. As globalization is an external
force that is pushing on the localities resulting in a diminishing national sense, localities have responded very
strongly to this pressure by adopting a stronger national sense. This shows that what has happened or been
generated in a specific region or country has influenced other regions or countries in a positive way.
Moreover, some claim that globalization will help get rid of the differences that caused disputes between
nations in the past. Unfortunately, there are unforeseen side effects that have damaging results to the economy.
To that, most scholars believe that nationalism would only intensify as state faces the growing challenge of
globalization. Held D. Really It can never possible without Globalization.


